Digitize
Manufacturing &
Logistics
Paperless Processes
Embrace the future. By digitizing traditional, paper-based processes, sepioo
technology transforms your digital vision into a tangible reality. Our technology
enables greater precision through direct connections to ERP systems, traceability
throughout the product journey, and faster throughput times. The result? Massive
savings in time and costs.
Picking
Everyone wants faster picking with fewer errors. But how? With sepioo’s rapid
information flows and quality digital displays, you can create pick-by-light and putto-light systems that reduce errors and save money in your warehouse. Our digital
displays can be mounted on bins, shelves, machines or even on moving load carriers:
you’ll know instantly what was taken and how much is left. Better yet, your employees
can feed into the system by using the integrated buttons for confirmation.

Key Benefits
Perfect readability for humans and machines.
Real-time, automated display updates and workflow optimization.
Ultra-fast LED flashes for pick-by-light and put-to-light applications.
Production line tracking with QR or bar-codes on digital labels (no paper labels).
Integration with WMS, MES, ERP and other management systems.
Improved warehouse management.
Contribution to paperless factory approach.

sepioo Technology
At PDi Digital, we disrupt the future of industrial IoT. Our sepioo IIoT technology
helps to realize a digitally connected world where relevant data is shared at
the right time to the right people: all this in a power efficient and sustainable
way. sepioo is delivered via a powerful IIoT platform, reliable infrastructure, and
digital displays complete with ultra low energy IIoT sensors. Together, these help
our customers and partners to maximize their digital potential. Secure two-way
communication is ensured via wireless 2.4 GHz frequency, via a SIM Card (NBIoT) to your mobile carrier or, for our newest battery-free sepioo display, via NFC.

About PDi Digital

Get in Touch

Based near Graz, Austria, PDi Digital is an IIoT tech company powered by

PDi Digital GmbH

a close-knit team of industry experts. We combine the knowledge of our

Kalsdorfer Strasse 12, A-8072 Fernitz-Mellach

shareholders, SES-imagotag and Bossard AG, with our unique flexibility

office@pdi-digital.com

and flair to bring startup agility to established global market leaders.

www.pdi-digital.com

